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The Winter fly-in period (wINFLY) at McMurdo Station
provides a unique opportunity for studying person-to-person
dissemination of virus infections. At the outset of WINFLY
1976, 135 Navy and civilian personnel from the United
States joined 65 men who had wintered. The new personnel
arrived by airplane from the United States by way of New
Zealand between 30 August and 5 September 1976. Since
there were no additional arrivals at McMurdo Station for 5
to 6 weeks, and nearly all respiratory infections had died out
in the wintering population, either all or the great majority
of the viruses introduced at WINFLY were introduced during
the late August and early September flights. Accordingly,
any virus infections occurring during the subsequent WINFLY
isolation period theoretically could be traced directly to an
entering individual, providing the agent causing illness in
that entering individual was known.

Knowledge of the etiology of natural respiratory disease in
Antarctica has been difficult to attain. Although many com-
mon cold outbreaks have been reported in Antarctica, the
microbial 'causes of these outbreaks are unknown (Holmes et
al., 1971; Allen, 1973). We confirmed (unfortunately) the
difficulty of determining the cause of antarctic common
colds by failing to isolate viruses from frozen specimens
taken at McMurdo during WINFLY 1975. To our knowledge,
the only viruses obtained from natural outbreaks of
respiratory disease in Antarctica were reported by Parkinson
et al. (1976). Using liquid-nitrogen-stored specimens taken
by Muchmore at McMurdo and South Pole stations, Herpes
simplex was isolated at the University of Otago, New
Zealand, and two rhinoviruses and a Herpes simplex were
isolated at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. However,
the isolation rate was only 6 percent from these carefully
preserved specimens. Subsequently, tubes of tissue cultures

transported directly from New Zealand to McMurdo were
used. Fresh throat specimens were inoculated into ap-
propriate tissue cultures, and 19 percent of 69 specimens
yielded viruses; two of the isolates were rhinoviruses (Parkin-
son et al., 1976).

This improved virus isolation rate for specimens in-
oculated at McMurdo led us to open a fully equipped
virology laboratory in the Eklund Biological Center during
WINFLY 1976. (Although the Eklund laboratory is well
equipped for bacteriologic work, it was necessary to
transport all equipment and media for respiratory virus
isolation, including a rolling apparatus necessary for the
isolation of rhinoviruses). Specimens (nasal washings) were
inoculated into a human diploid cell strain (fetal tonsil
cells), primary rhesus monkey kidney cells, and a continuous
cell line, HEp-2. Fetal tonsil (FT) cells were chosen especial-
ly for this work because of the ease with which they can be
grown and of their high sensitivity to rhinoviruses (Cooney
and Kenny, 1977).

Thirty-two specimens were inoculated and 20 viruses were
isolated, an isolation rate of 63 percent. All viruses were
rhinoviruses and were obtained from men with typical com-
mon colds. This is an extraordinarily high isolation rate; we
had reported previously a diagnosis rate of 60 percent in a
group of Madison, Wisconsin, children (Minor et al., 1974),
but this high rate was attained by using serial cultures on
single individuals and intrafamily serologic diagnoses for
persons whose throat cultures were negative for viruses. Tyr-
rell and Bynoe (1966) reported a 57 percent isolation rate
using human organ culture and cell culture techniques.
Although the high isolation rate in Antarctica could have
resulted from cross-contamination, it appears that these
persons were infected. The isolates were tested against 17
acute and convalescent serum pairs from these patients, and
10 of the 17 had fourfold or greater rises in neutralizing an-
tibody. This is a normal rate for antibody stimulation by
rhinoviruses (Fox, 1976). Evidently it is entirely possible to
obtain viruses from common colds in Antarctica, and
previous difficulties in doing so probably were related to
storage and transportation problems.

Efforts towards tracing the chain of infection of these
viruses through the McMurdo population during the WINFLY
period have just begun. Eleven of the agents may be iden-
tical and were obtained from patients living and working in
widely disparate areas. Five of the 11 isolates were obtained
from persons in the building 125 civilian berthing quarters,
but other isolates of this apparently identical agent were
found in persons who lived and worked in the primary berth-
ing quarters (building 155), and in the power plant.

Study of the dissemination of this agent and of the other
rhinoviruses will continue on all men from whom paired
serum specimens were obtained. Correlation of agent-
specific serologic conversions with illness episodes, social and
work contacts, and berthing quarters should give clues to
mechanisms of person-to-person transmission of common
colds.
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Several studies have suggested that when normal popula-
tions are placed in isolation for several months, they may be
subject to respiratory disease of increased severit y when ex-
posed to infectious agents either during the isolation period
or upon return to civilization (Paul and Freese. 1933:
Holmes, 1973: Holmes and Allen, 1973: Allen, 1973). This
concept of increased susceptibility to infection after pro-
longed isolation has been cited in popular antarctic
literature (Dukert, 1965) and is firml y held b' the great ma-

jority of persons with whom the authors have associated dur-
ing their antarctic investigations.

A unique circumstance where amount and severity of res-
piratory disease in a previously isolated population can be
compared simultaneously with that in a normal population
occurs during the winter fly-in (wINFLY*) period at McMur-
do Station, Antarctica. Early in September a detachment of
men (146 men in 1975, 135 men in 1976) is flown from the
United States to McMurdo to help ready the station for the
austral summer research season. These WINFLY men join a
group that has been isolated since mid-February (winter
party: 52 in 1975, 65 in 1976). There are no additional ar-
rivals until the summer season opens early in October;
therefore, for about 5 weeks no infectious agents circulate at
McMurdo other than those brought in by WINFLY personnel.

The housing, messing, and recreational facilities are
shared by the WINFI.Y and overwintering groups, and the
great majority of men eat at the communal mess hall in the
primary berthing facility (building 155).

At the outset of WINFLY 1975 and 1976, some of the
authors (E.C.D. and D.L.T. in 1975; E.C.D., A.D.M., and
R.S.J. in 1976) accompanied the WINFLY party to McMurdo
and assayed the amount and severity of respiratory infec-
tions in both the WINFLY and winter groups. Surveillance
was by daily interviews in the communal mess line and b
visits to personnel in semi-isolated locations. Numerical
responses were recorded on a standard form descriptive of
signs and symptoms of respiratory infection (D'Alessio et al.,
1976).

The number of colds present irs the wintering WINFLY
populations during the two %VINFL\ periods is presented in
table 1. In 1975 there was a slightly higher incidence of colds
in the \VINFL\ group: however, this trend was reversed in

*Used both to designate persons coming to McMurdo at the outset of
the winter fl y -in period as well as to designate the period itself.
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